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PRESSRELEASE 
 

Nature within your grasp 

„THE KRANZBACH“, Nature Spa in the Bavarian Alps 
 

Having been buried in oblivion for years, “THE KRANZBACH” woke up to new life in May 2007 in an 
enchanted valley close to Garmisch-Partenkirchen. Austrian investors came up with the idea of a 
top class wellness retreat, which then was constructed in only one and a half years. It is located in 
breathtaking and unspoilt surroundings and offers holidays which focus intensively on a 
combination of wellness and nature. 
 

The stunning beauty of its natural environment is coulisse as well as the hotel’s main attraction. Far 
from the noise and hectic of everyday life, it impresses with the unsurpassed view to the 
Wetterstein and Zugspitz mountain peaks and its sunny location in a secluded and protected 
valley. The two parts of the building, the ancient “Mary Portman House” and the new annex, which 
is an exquisite blend of wood and glass, combine well. Both parts of the building fit perfectly into 
the environment, without however dominating it.  
 

The magic formula of the hotel “THE KRANZBACH” is harmony with nature. Well-being is holistic 
and can only be achieved together with nature. Thus, the reunion of man and nature happens on 
many different levels in “THE KRANZBACH”. 
 

All wellness products and treatments in the spacious pool house are based on highly efficient 
natural cosmetics from “THALGO” and “PHARMOS NATUR”, both holistically oriented 
manufacturers of products using only natural ingredients. Food in “THE KRANZBACH” is prepared 
by the chef and his kitchen team, who create elaborate menus from a variety of regional and 
organically grown food from small local businesses and farms. The fresh herbs from the hotel 
garden skilfully perfect the creative compositions. 
Everywhere in the house nature is close: big windows and numerous decks grant overwhelming 
views and form a smooth transition between inside and outside. 
 

The extensive grounds belonging to the property containing hilly meadows (=”Buckelwiesen”) and 
mountain springs ensue complete peace and quiet. Exercise in the fresh air is an untroubled and 
unique pleasure. Various forms of exercise, including Yoga or swimming in outside pools, can be 
enjoyed.  
 

The immediate environment of lakes, mountains, meadows and forests can even convince lazy 
bones to explore the countryside. Also during the night recreation is accomplished, when nothing 
but pure and fresh air enters through the open windows. Thus, with each step and every breath, 
body and soul are treated. 
 

“This greatest possible closeness to nature is the hallmark of the hotel “THE KRANZBACH” and 
makes it such a special and unique place. When we approach nature, we can approach ourselves. 
And only in silence we can hear our inner voice”, is the credo of the Nature Spa “THE 
KRANZBACH”.  

 

Further Information:  
»The Kranzbach« Hotel and retreat in the mountains 
82493 Krün / Klais  
 

Tel.: +49 (0)8823/92800-0, Fax: +49 (0)8823/92800-900 
www.daskranzbach.de, info@daskranzbach.de  
 
Awards: 
Top marks from Relax Guide 2021 - 4 Lillies and 20 Points; The most beautiful Wellness in Europe, 
according to Geo Saison 02/2019; Winner of the Wellness Aphrodite 2018 in the category, 
„Wellness-Hideaway“ and 2017 in the category „Wellness-Cuisine“; Winner of the Wellness-
Heaven Awards 2017 in the category „Location“.in the category „Location“.category „Location“. 


